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Life Is (Was Will Be?) GoodIndigo Summer has everything she wants: a coveted spot on the high
school dance squad, a hot boyfriend (the one and only Marcus Carter) andher best friend, Jade, is
moving back to Atlanta! But why does trouble always have to follow? Jade is suddenly getting too
cozy with their good-looking history teacher. And instead of shooting hoops, Marcus is sitting in a
courthouse, forced to prove his innocence for something he didn't do. Indigo is feeling the
pressurefrom the squad, from her friends, from her family. It's time to show everyoneand
herselfthat she's made of strong stuff.
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This book and this publishing house is great for the young AA reader! My teen daughter now shops
for them by Kimani! Take the risk!
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This book was really good I wish it was more but I guess not I recommend it to every teen going
through problems. I'll read more than once but just to get all the action all over again
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Just when you think everything is going good something always happens to twist things up... Monica
Mckayhan...Job well done! I hope this story touch the ones that's going through some of these issues
and it helps them realize they are not along... just tell someone!
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Silverbrew
Book two of the Indigo Summer series. This one addresses eating disorders, teacher molestation,
and drugs. Indigo, Jade, and Marcus all get their fair share of trouble. All themes are weaved nicely
together. Realistic approach describing experiences from a young person's point of view.
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Delirium
3.5 stars. Since this book is targeted for ages 9-12, I gave it an extra star. Simple stories that seems
a little to Cosby-ish than real life I still think the target audience will get something out of it. Some of
the proses are too simple and the ending seemed rushed. Plus, the story seems a bit thin given the
price tag.
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